REQUEST FOR WEATHERTIGHTNESS INSPECTION
WARRANTY INFORMATION SHEET

PROJECT
NAME:

ABC / AMS
JOB No.:
JOBSITE
ADDRESS:

CONTRACTOR:

PHONE:

CONTRACTOR
CONTACT:

FAX:

DATE:

PHONE:
INSPECTION
CONTACT:

MOBILE:
E-mail:

PANEL TYPE:

GAUGE:

STEEPEST ROOF PITCH:

¼:12

EAVE HEIGHT:

< 20’

½:12

SQ FT:
1:12

20’ – 40’

2:12

COLOR:
3:12

OTHER:

> 40’

WARRANTY TYPE:

WeatherSure SL2 (Standard)

WeatherSure PL2 (Premium)

CICP # _________

(Check warranty type
and start, intermediate
or final)

WeatherSure SL3 (Standard)

WeatherSure PL3 (Premium)

WeatherSure SNDL
(Standard)

WeatherSure PNDL
(Premium)

(Required for SL3,
SNDL, PL3, and
PNDL)

yes
no

Are Curbs & Dektites
bought from ABC/AMS?

Start-up

Intermediate

Final

**Please attach Directions to the Jobsite from the Nearest Interstate and/or Airport.
**Did you receive the Pre-Inspection Checklist? Y or N
**Any details not provided by the Manufacturer must be submitted for review and written approval prior to installing

** We understand that on a warranty requiring a CICP certified installer, the certified person is required to be onsite
for the inspection. We also understand that if the CICP certified installer is not onsite for the inspection, the
inspection may be cancelled and we agree to pay the inspection fee plus portal-to-portal expenses.
** We are familiar with and understand the manufacturer’s Standard Erection Manuals and Specifications, as well as, the job
specific details for the panel type(s) installed on this project.
** We agree that any inspections performed by the Manufacturer or any third party inspectors are for warranty purposes only
and do not modify our contract with the Manufacturer or affect in any way our contractual responsibilities to the Manufacturer
or others, including but not limited to responsibility for erection of the roof system, nor does the inspection ratify or approve
any errors or deficiencies in erection or otherwise regarding the structure by us, our subcontractors, or any other persons.
** We have inspected the installation and find all areas are complete and in accordance with the manufacturer’s drawings,
manuals, and specifications.
** We understand that a warranty will not be issued if the inspectors find any discrepancy with the installation in accordance
with the drawings, manuals, and specifications or any evidence that weather tightness has not been achieved in any area.
** We understand that if items are not complete or installed improperly, a re-inspection may be necessary, and we
agree to pay the inspection fee plus portal-to-portal expenses.
** We understand the terms and charges stated above, and we understand the warranty will not be issued until all obligations
and charges of the Manufacturer have been paid in full.
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Safety
American Buildings Company is dedicated to providing a safe working environment to all teammates. The Contractor is to
provide safe and adequate access to the roof. When inspecting on roof slopes greater than 4:12 up to 6:12, while on the roof,
fall protection in the form of a fall arrest system is required for ABC employees at all times, therefore the Contractor is to
provide sufficient anchorage points. When working on roof slopes 6:12 and greater, the Contractor is to provide an aerial lift
and operator for use to perform inspections and/or investigations.
Roof Access
x Ladders must be anchored to the inspection area.
x Ladders will only be used to access inspection areas up to 30 feet.
x Aerial lift will be used to access inspection areas higher than 30 feet.
x Ladders must clear the roof plane by 3 feet or 3 rungs
x Whenever using an aerial lift to access a roof, the aerial lift’s platform must clear the roof plane. Climbing out of the
top of an aerial lift onto a roof or inspection area is not allowed.
x It is the Contractor’s responsibility to supply aerial lifts and a qualified operator
x Before getting onto an aerial lift, the ABC inspector will inspect the lift and be sure the lift is in good working
condition. ABC employees are prohibited from using a malfunctioning aerial lift.
x If there is a step in the inspection surface that cannot be physically maneuvered on foot, a ladder or other safe
means to maneuver from one surface to another must be used.
**If an ABC employee is in an inspection or investigation situation where they feel uncomfortable or unsafe due to jobsite
conditions, weather conditions, or equipment conditions; the inspections or investigations will be canceled and re-scheduled
when appropriate safety measures can be taken. The Contractor is responsible inspection and travel costs.

________________________________________

___________________________________________

CONTRACTOR SIGNATURE

PRINTED NAME
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